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Rewriting History 
Salinas, Zedillo and the 1992 Textbook Controversy* 

Dennis Gilbert 
Hamilton College 

El presente trabajo analiza los libros de texto de historia de 1992 y la con- 
troversia politica que provocaron. Se hacen comparaciones con libros de 
texto y con controversias anteriores. Los libros, vetados en los niveles mas 
altos de la administraci6n salinista, documentan un cambio ideologico en 
el gobierno mexicano. La controversia revel6 profundas divisiones en el 
PRI y transform6 las relaciones con los tradicionales enemigos de derecha 
del regimen. 

Petroleum geologists detonate small explosions, whose seismic 
echoes reveal subsurface structures. When President Carlos Salinas 
and Education Secretary Ernesto Zedillo introduced a new series of 
official history texts at a public ceremony in August 1992, they un- 
wittingly set off a controversy whose reverberations disclosed the 
tenuous structures of Mexican politics. This paper examines the 
Salinas-Zedillo textbooks and the politics surrounding them, draw- 
ing comparisons with previous texts and text controversies. 

Like their predecessors, the new history texts were compul- 
sory for all fourth, fifth and sixth graders under Mexico's Free-Text 
program (Libros de Texto Gratuitos). Their universal, mandatory 
status contributed to the controversy, which consumed acres of 
newsprint, provoked furious parliamentary debate, divided the (al- 
ready factious) national teachers union, and prompted sometimes 
surprising judgements from the Catholic Church, parent groups, 
business organizations, the army, and at least two ex-presidents. 

*I am grateful to Roderic Camp and Ann Blum for comments on an earlier ver- 
sion of this paper; and to Aurora Loyo, Josefina Zoraida Vasquez, and Joseph Kahl 
for their help and insights during the fieldwork phase of the research. 

Mexican Studies/Estudios Mexicanos 13(2), Summer 1997. ? 1997 Regents of the University of California. 
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The essence of the suspicions shared by critics of the new 
texts were captured in the opening lines of a column by Miguel 
Granados Chapa: "In order to avoid being accused of running 
counter to Mexican history, the government resolved to alter it 
through a vast operation of ideological revision..." (Jornada, 20 
August 1992). Government spokesman, the authors and their sup- 
porters responded that, far from rewriting history to meet the 
regime's ideological needs, the new texts replaced the manichaean 
history of official villains and heroes of the old texts with objective 
history based on modern scholarship (Aguilar Camin 1992; Flores- 
cano 1992; Nacional, 14 September 1992). 

But the texts, proudly introduced by Salinas and Zedillo, had 
turned into a painful political liability, and the government was 
compelled to withdraw them. In January 1993, the education min- 
istry announced a national competition for new texts in several cat- 
egories, including history. In the months that followed, manuscripts 
were submitted in the history competition, a jury deliberated, win- 
ners were announced, and generous awards were paid to the au- 
thors. However, in August, days before the beginning of the school 
year, the ministry abruptly announced that the winning books were 
inadequate and would not, after all, be published. For Mexicans, as 
for Russians in the last days of the Soviet Union, history-depend- 
able, official, textbook history-had become problematic. 

Analyzing the 1992 Texts 

School texts have increasingly drawn the attention of historians 
and social scientists. The author of a recent study of geography 
texts explains why: 

A school textbook is truly a key social document, a kind of modern stele. In 
the typical case a book becomes accepted as a... textbook only after it has 
been reviewed very carefully by the publisher, school boards and adminis- 
trators, all of whom are intensely sensitive to the need to print acceptable 
doctrine; they are concerned to make it certain that children will read only 
those facts... acceptable as facts by the opinion-forming elite of the cul- 
ture. The resulting textbook is, therefore, less an ordinary authored book 

1. The books, for which the ministry paid the equivalent of $165,000 each, 
contained numerous errors, according to Secretary Zedillo and some members of 
the jury. The authors claim they were ready to correct any errors and had been led 
to expect detailed comments from the education ministry, but the ministry cut off 
all communication shortly after the awards were made. Some political observers 
speculated that Zedillo was reluctant to risk his already diminished presidential 
prospects on another round of textbook controversy in (Proceso, 16 August 1993; 
New York Times, 30 August 1993). 
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than a vetted social statement of what is considered valid and acceptable 
for entry into the mind of the child (Blaut 1993). 

In a similar vein, Mexican essayist Carlos Monsivais offered this 

thought on the textbook controversy: "The Government and 

groups of power believe that what is in the textbooks is in the 
hearts and minds of the next generation. For that reason they are 
intent on abolishing any subversive or politically incorrect thinking 
in the book" (New York Times, 30 August 1994). Whether or not 
school texts possess the power over young hearts and minds attrib- 
uted to them, faith in their power is widespread among elites. It is 
this faith that makes textbooks such revealing cultural artifacts. 

Both the timing and circumstances of their creation make the 
1992 Mexican history texts especially worthy of analysis. These 
books were not the product of an anonymous bureaucracy. The 

agencies of the education ministry (officially, the Secretaria de Edu- 
caci6n Publica or SEP) traditionally responsible for the production 
of textbooks were excluded from the process (Proceso 7 Septem- 
ber 1992; El Norte 1992, 3). But both President Salinas and Secre- 

tary Zedillo were intimately involved from the beginning.2 Bypass- 
ing the more formal methods of selecting authors that had been 

employed in the past, Salinas and Zedillo personally recruited the 
two main authors, Hector Aguilar Camin and Enrique Florescano, 
two well-regarded historians known to be close to the administra- 
tion. In particular, the leader of the project, Aguilar Camin, re- 

garded by political cognoscenti as a regime ideologue, was a per- 
sonal friend of both the president and his education minister.3 
Salinas and Zedillo both read the new texts in manuscript form and 
even selected the image used on the cover. Thus, their role in the 

public ceremony introducing the texts was no mere formality, and 
the new books can reasonably be assumed to represent the think- 

ing of government at the highest levels. 
The 1992 texts were created to fill an ideological gap-one 

which, even to a regime never noted for ideological consistency, 
must have seemed very wide. During the decade from 1982 to 

1992, the Mexican government had broken decisively with its own 

2. The following account of the roles played by Salinas and Zedillo is based on 
interviews with two of the principals in the affaire: Enrique Florescano, one of the 
authors, and Gilberto Guevara, Subsecretary for Basic Education under Zedillo. 
Both were interviewed in July 1994. See also Florescano & Aguilar Camin 1992 and 
El Norte 1992. 

3. Aguilar Camin and others who worked on the new texts were, as critics 
pointed out, associated with the "grupo Nexos" a circle of intellectuals tied to the 

pro-Salinas journal, Nexos. 
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past. A regime rooted in the 1910 Revolution, which had promoted 
Mexican nationalism, supported import-substitution industrializa- 
tion, celebrated social reform, tamed the political power of the 
Catholic Church and canonized Emiliano Zapata and Lazaro Carde- 
nas, was facing, at very least, a historiographic challenge: What 
reading of history was consistent with its own current policies, 
from the embrace of neoliberal economics to the official abandon- 
ment of agrarian reform? 

From this perspective, it is not surprising that the government 
had, through the 1980s, ducked its responsibility to replace the ex- 
isting texts, which dated from the early 1970s, or that the 1992 and 
1993 attempts to do so had failed. In the 1990s, as before, the poli- 
tics of national history reflect the politics of the nation. 

The Free-Text Program 

The Free-Text program was initiated under President Adolfo 
L6pez Mateos in the early 1960s (Vazquez 1975, 1995; Villa Lever 
1988; Neumann and Cunningham 1982). Prior to the program's es- 
tablishment, the education ministry had issued lists of commer- 
cially published texts 'authorized' for use in the public schools and 
had occasionally (most notably under Cardenas) distributed text- 
books to students. The free texts were thoughtfully prepared, but 
cheaply produced so they could be distributed massively. What 
made the Free-Text program special and controversial from the 
very beginning was its universal, compulsory character. Every 
schoolchild in the republic, of appropriate grade level, would be 
given the books without charge. Further, the texts would be manda- 
tory: every school-federal, provincial or private-was required to 
use them. For the first time, all Mexican primary school students 
would have books and all would literally read from the same text, 
created and distributed by the state. 

Of course, the promoters of the free texts were also aware that 
the books, which students were allowed to retain, went home with 
them. These official language, math, science, and history texts were 
often the only books in a poor household, where they became vehi- 
cles for educating and indoctrinating adults. 

The 1992 books were the third series of official histories pro- 
duced for the Free-Text program, each of which became the object 
of public debate. The histories in the first series, published in the 
1960s under Lopez Mateos,4 were written by separate authors (typ- 
ically teachers) and selected through juried competitions. The sec- 

4. Except the sixth-grade text (SEP 1966), originally issued under Diaz Ordaz. 
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ond series, published in the 1970s under Luis Echeverria, was as- 
signed to a team of historians at the Colegio de Mexico, coordi- 
nated byJosefina Zoraida Vazquez. These books, titled Ciencias So- 
ciales, placed history in a social science context. 

The sections that follow compare the three generations of his- 
tory texts with regard to their treatments of the Porfiriato, Emil- 
iano Zapata, the United States, and the Catholic Church.5 All are 
topics of considerable significance in Mexican history. The first 
three were central in the debate over the texts, for reasons that 
will be made clear as they are discussed. The Church, an unsur- 
passed object of historiographic controversy from the beginnings 
of the republic until quite recently, was barely mentioned in the 
1992 textbook debate. This fact is, in itself, revealing, as the dis- 
cussion will show. The final section of the paper compares the 
recent debate with earlier Free-Text controversies, giving special 
attention to the political coalitions that coalesced in support of or 
opposition to the textbooks. 

The Porflriato 

For critics of the new histories, and perhaps even for their de- 
fenders, the Porfiriato was a not-so-distant mirror in which the 
Salinas administration could see its own features reflected. Both 
presidencies emphasized national "modernization," foreign invest- 
ment, export development, and large-scale commercial (rather than 
traditional peasant) agriculture-all under the guidance of strong 
government. But any comparison between Diaz and Salinas is obvi- 

ously problematic for Mexico's ruling party, given the PRI's (Partido 
Revolucionario Institucional) self-proclaimed roots in the 1910 
Revolution. Critics accused the 1992 text writers of polishing the 
Porfirian mirror in order to improve Salinas's own image. 

The Salinas-Zedillo texts are certainly kinder to Diaz and the era 
he dominated than their predecessors were. The L6pez-Mateos 
texts describe Diaz as a "dictator" who subordinated everything to 

5. The discussion emphasizes the particular texts most relevant to these com- 

parisons. The analyses of the Lopez-Mateos and Echeverria series focus on the (na- 
tional history) fourth-grade texts and (modern world history) sixth-grade volumes 
(SEP 1960b, 1966, 1976-7, 1979.) The three abandoned books of the 1992 series 
were really one Mexican history text. Reflecting perhaps the haste with which the 
series was produced, the government published precisely the same text for fifth and 
sixth graders under two titles: Mi Libro de Historia de Mexico: Qutnto Grado and 
Mt Libro de Historia de Mextco: Sexto Grado. The fourth-grade volume is a faithful 
outline of the fifth/sixth grade text, employing tedious bullet-point lists of histori- 
cal facts. In this paper, characterizations of the 1992 series are largely based on the 
(obviously representative) sixth-grade text 
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the "material growth of the country" (SEP 1960b,148). These 
1960s texts concede little or nothing to the Porfiriato. Fleeting ob- 
servations about the nation's progress are summarily crushed under 
weighty, figurative or literal 'buts.' For example, railroads were 
built, industry expanded, but benefits often flowed to foreign in- 
vestors who "became owners of a large part of the nation's 
wealth." High culture advanced, but little was done for popular ed- 
ucation. The middle class grew, "but the great majority of the peo- 
ple lived in precarious and painful conditions." The government 
sponsored important public works, but permitted large landowners 
to seize peasant lands, often forcing the victims into debt peonage. 
(SEP 1960b, 147-155).6 

Among the Echeverria histories, the sixth-grade text uses brief, 
negative observations about the era to introduce the Revolution. 
The fourth-grade volume, however, contains fuller coverage. Here 
the 1960s rhetoric of 'but' has been displaced by something ap- 
proaching 'and'. That is, the material and cultural advances of the 
long Paz Porfiriana are regarded as historically significant and in- 

trinsically worthy of the student's attention. At the same time, the 
text portrays Porfirian Mexico as an "unjust," steeply stratified soci- 

ety, ruled by a dictator-a country where wealthy Mexicans and 
foreign investors enjoy a privileged existence, while the majority 
can barely feed themselves, debt peonage spreads, and strikes are 

repressed by the army (SEP 1976-7, 155-61, 198-203). 
At first glance, the Porfiriato of the Salinas-Zedillo texts is fa- 

miliar territory: under the umbrella of political stability, the econ- 

omy flourishes and the culture advances, while democracy is de- 
nied, Indians lose their lands, and strikes are put down. But the 
relative weight of these elements and the way they are treated dif- 
ferentiate these texts from all their predecessors. In particular, so- 
cial and cultural concerns are subordinated to an intense focus on 
economic "modernization"-including economic growth, the ex- 
tension of the railroads, the expansion of commercial agriculture, 
mining and manufacturing. 

The exposition repeatedly returns to the role of foreign invest- 
ment in Porfirian Mexico. In contrast to the Lopez-Mateos and 

6. Emphasis added. See also SEP 1960a, 113-4 and SEP 1966, 223-6. For sim- 

plicity's sake, citations will attribute all official texts to their publisher, the Secre- 
taria de Educaci6n Piblica (SEP). Authorship, if indicated in the textbook, is listed 
in the bibliography. Some editions do not list authors. Sometimes later editions in- 

corporate changes made by SEP, rather than the authors. The publication dates 
cited are taken from the title page or copyright data. Printing dates, if different, are 
indicated in the bibliography. In the texts, no clear distinction is made between 
printings and editions. The "sixth edition" may simply be the sixth printing 
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Echeverria texts, the Salinas-Zedillo histories regard the regime's 
openness to foreign capital as an unqualified good. In a quick, 
end-of-the-chapter summary of "principal ideas," the authors con- 
clude that the Diaz government's "good administration... attracted 
foreign investment, which promoted economic growth." (SEP 1992, 
99). The accumulation of large landholdings in the hands of for- 
eigners, a concern of the predecessor texts, is never alluded to in 
the 1992 texts (SEP 1960b, 151; SEP 1976-7a, 156). 

In contrast to the earlier textbooks and the standard scholarly 
literature, the Salinas-Zedillo authors are reticent about class struc- 
ture and class conflict in Porfirian Mexico.7 They seem uncomfort- 
able with class terminology. Even "middle class," a benign term 
used in earlier histories is studiously avoided here.8 The 1992 texts 
refer, without further explanation, to "new social groups" and 
"young professionals" (SEP 1992, 105).9 There is no privileged or 
wealthy class, by any name, in the Porfiriato as portrayed in the 
Salinas-Zedillo texts.10 Even big landowners are absent. This lacuna 
forces the authors to depend on inanimate historical agents to ex- 
plain developments in the countryside. The 1992 texts recognize 
that rural tensions were growing as peasant communities were 
stripped of their lands, but attribute the process to "the porfirian 
policy of progress," the extension of the rail system, and the expan- 
sion of sugar cane, hemp, and cotton cultivation (rather than pow- 
erful railroad companies or rich landowners). Students learn that 
"commercial crops grew at the expense of the lands of [peasant] 
communities"-as if such crops sprouted spontaneously on peas- 
ant lands (SEP 1992, 99, 102, 106). 

In setting the stage for the 1910 Revolution, the Salinas-Zedillo 
authors examine rising lower-class dissatisfaction, but their ac- 
count is abstract and schematic. For example, they report that the 
"growth of [manufacturing] formed a working class (clase obrera) 
that wanted to improve its conditions of work." This is the sole use 
of "class" in the chapters on the Porfiriato and students who en- 
counter the term embedded in this peculiar construction might 
have a hard time discerning its precise meaning. The text fails to 
describe the conditions that workers wanted to improve or explain 

7. Recent scholarly works whose treatment of the Porfiriato is illustrative of 
this concern with class includes Aguilar Camin and Meyer 1993 (whose first author, 
ironically, was one of the two principal authors of the 1992 texts), Hart 1987, 
Meyer and Sherman 1995, and Knight 1986. 

8. The term is used somewhat dismissively in a L6pez Mateos text (SEP 
1960b,151,155) and more concretely in an Echevarria volume (SEP 1976-7a,160). 

9. "New social groups" apparently also includes factory workers. 
10. There are, however, references to "investors" and "entrepreneurs." 
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who was rejecting their demands, though it refers to two strikes 
that were violently repressed by Diaz's army. Similarly the text indi- 
cates that many peasants who lost their lands had to accept "peon- 
age." But unlike the predecessor texts it does not explain the mean- 
ing of peonage or describe the mechanisms of debt bondage (SEP 
1992, 106; SEP 1976-7a, 156-7; SEP 1960b, 151-2). More generally, 
rural problems are discussed in reference to "the Indians" or "tradi- 
tional peasant communities"--rubrics that seem refer to limited 
populations. The typically urban, ten to twelve year-old Mexican 
student of the 1990s, would come away from the new texts with- 
out knowing what she or he could easily learn from the L6pez- 
Mateos and Echeverria texts: In 1910, the majority of Mexicans 
were peasants and desperately poor. 

Partisans of the Salinas-Zedillo texts often point to the Porfiri- 
ato chapters as evidence that the new histories incorporate ad- 
vances in the historiography of Mexico. The new texts certainly of- 
fer more information about the Porfiriato than their immediate 
predecessors. Especially in their emphasis on economic change, 
they reflect the scholarship of recent decades. But the same ideas 
are evident in the Echeverria texts. The main departures from 
precedent in 1992 are the uncritical treatment of foreign invest- 
ment and the disinclination to examine class phenomena. Rather 
than representing the accumulation of historical knowledge, these 
differences reveal a shift in viewpoint. 

Zapata and the Revolution 

The Porfiriato long provided the postrevolutionary Mexican 
regime with an easy, seemingly unambiguous, negative reference 
point for the telling of modern Mexican history. The 1910 Revolu- 
tion, in contrast, presented a difficult challenge. The leading figures 
of the Revolution-including Francisco Madero, Emiliano Zapata, 
Pancho Villa, Venustiano Carranza, and Alvaro Obreg6n-were 
adopted by the governments of the PRI as national heroes, but their 
careers were problematic material for official history." All these 
men died violent deaths, typically at the hands of other revolution- 
aries. Zapata proved to be an especially perplexing figure. He was 
the charismatic leader of a peasant uprising, who, more than any 
major figure of 1910, was identified with a specific revolutionary 
ideal: agrarian reform. Yet he was opposed militarily, at one time or 
another, by Madero, Obreg6n, and Carranza, whose government 
arranged Zapata's assassination. 

11. On the virtual canonization of Zapata and other revolutionary heroes see 
O'Malley 1986. 
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Official texts of the Cardenas era embraced this history, pro- 
moting Zapata as mythic hero who sought justice for exploited 
peasants and was opposed by revolutionary leaders who had for- 
gotten why the people had risen in arms; his assassination was a 

dastardly act (SEP 1935, 85-6; SEP 1939, 62-3). As late as the 
1950s, commercially published history texts authorized for use in 
the public schools, echoed the cardenista assessment (Miranda B. 
1954, 355-61; Gonzalez Blackaller 1954, 277, 300, 321; Monroy 
Padilla 1958, 150-4; Nufiez Mata 1955,186-9, 209-11). But the his- 
tories published under the Free-Text program reflect more hesitant, 
often ambivalent attitudes Zapata. 

This ambivalence reflects the varied uses that have been made 
of Zapata's name and image in the decades since his death in 1919. 
The contemporary zapatista movement in Chiapas is the most re- 
cent in a long series of radical movements that have invoked Zap- 
ata's memory. At the same time, the ruling party and its affiliates 
have converted Zapata into the symbol of its putative commitment 
to the Mexican peasantry, often using the anniversary of his death 
as an occasion for noble speech-making by ranking officials 
(O'Malley 1986). 

The assessments of Zapata's revolutionary career in the L6pez- 
Mateos texts are inconsistent, reflecting their varied authorship. 
The third-grade book, devoted almost entirely to Mexico before 
1810, nonetheless finds space to praise Zapata as someone who 
"fought tirelessly for the return of land that had been unjustly taken 
from the peasants" (SEP 1960a, 120). In contrast, the largely post- 
1810 fourth-grade history belittles Zapata's career. The text sug- 
gests that Zapata and others took Madero's presumably reasonable 
reluctance to order immediate restitution of peasant lands as "a rea- 
son or pretext" to revolt against him. Zapata later opposed Carranza 
for reasons left unexplained and was assassinated under circum- 
stances equally mysterious in this account (SEP 1960b, 178, 159- 
68). The sixth- grade text is a world history with a summary section 
on the 1910 Revolution. Here students learn that those who fought 
for the revolution were "heroes," with varied goals and that Zapata 
was one of several leaders, including Villa and Carranza, who 
sought "a social revolution" (SEP 1966, 226-27). 

Like this last book, the Echeverria texts view the conflict 
among revolutionary factions through a soft-focus lens. While rec- 
ognizing that revolutionary leaders pursued distinct aims, they do 
not reveal that these leaders opposed each other with armies and 
assassins' bullets. The sixth-grade text, for example, observes that 
after the fall of Diaz, the revolutionaries were divided between 
"leaders like Emiliano Zapata [who] wanted immediate justice for 
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the peasants [and] others who thought that with free elections, 
problems could be resolved...." (SEP 1979, 116-7). The account 
recalls that Zapata joined Carranza, Obreg6n and others to fight the 
counter-revolutionary usurper Victoriano Huerta, but ignores the 
deadly wars they subsequently fought against one another. Zapata's 
assassination is not mentioned. 

At the same time, this sixth-grade text, which is a social history 
of the modern world, places special emphasis on Zapata. A famous 
photographic image of Zapata is transformed into an icon used 
throughout a key chapter on the great social revolutions of the 
twentieth century. In the section on the Mexican Revolution, the 
meaning of Zapata's role is driven home with a boxed excerpt 
from John Womack's Zapata and the Mexican Revolution (1968). 
Womack recalls a meeting at which Madero asked Zapata to disarm 
his men and wait patiently for the government to resolve pending 
land issues. In reply, Zapata aimed his rifle at Madero's gold watch 
chain, saying, "'Look Sefior Madero, if I take advantage of the fact 
that I am armed to take your watch away... and later we meet 
again, both equally armed, would you have the right to demand its 
return?"' Madero is reported to have accepted the premise, allow- 
ing Zapata to remind him that the defenseless peasants of Morelos 
had been forcibly deprived of their land by a few hacendados; now 
armed, they expected the immediate return of their property. The 
text closes with a chapter on modern Mexico that lifts Zapata into 
an implicit pantheon of national heroes that includes Hidalgo, 
Juarez and Cardenas.12 

The treatment of Zapata in the Salinas-Zedillo texts inevitably 
attracted the curiosity of politically aware Mexicans. Like many of 
his predecessors, Salinas had publicly celebrated the figure of 
Zapata, though his rural policies were far from zapatista in spirit. A 
few months before the publication of the new histories, the gov- 
ernment had moved to reform Article 27 of the Constitution-a 
provision honored in earlier official histories as one of the funda- 
mental achievements of the Revolution (SEP 1960b, 169; SEP 1966, 
231; SEP 1974, 192, 207; SEP 1976-7, 207). Ironically, Salinas an- 
nounced the action, which spelled the end of agrarian reform in 
Mexico, posed in front of a garish painting of an embattled Zapata 
on horseback.13 

12. Neither the Womack box nor the modern Mexico chapter were present in 
the first edition (SEP 1974), though both were present in the sixth (SEP 1979). 
Boxed collateral readings were a stylistic innovation which, by the sixth edition, 
were used throughout the text. 

13. This tableau is preserved in the PBS video, "Continent on the Move," in the 
Americas series (1993). 
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Readers of the new histories found Zapata reduced in stature 
from his earlier Free-Text incarnations. In the 1992 fourth-grade 
book, the meaning of Zapata's revolt is entirely hidden. Zapata is 
never identified with agrarian issues, even though land issues are 
recognized as contributing to the Revolution. Emiliano Zapata 
emerges as a purely military figure who leads a peasant army 
against Diaz, inexplicably turns against Madero, then opposes 
Huerta, and later contributes to "instability" by fighting Carranza 
(SEP 1992a, 62-3). With much more space to explore the period, 
the fifth/sixth-grade book is only slightly more informative. Zapata 
is, again, a military figure, with the same succession of enemies, ex- 
cept Madero. He continues fighting the government until his assas- 
sination (by persons unmentioned for reasons unspecified). Having 
mentioned, a few pages earlier, the destabilizing influence of sugar 
expansion in Morelos, the Salinas-Zedillo authors pass up the op- 
portunity to use Zapata's revolt to link the social history of the Por- 

firiato and the 1910 Revolution. But the authors do, somewhat ob- 
scurely, tie Zapata to the land question. Noting disunity among 
revolutionary leaders in the wake of Huerta's defeat, they write 
that the revolutionaries "wanted different things [:] Zapata and the 
zapatistas wanted land. Villa... dreamed of autonomous producer 
colonies. Obreg6n and Calles desired a modern Mexico" (SEP 1992, 
113). 

Since the 1930s, the complicated history of the 1910 Revolu- 
tion must have befuddled millions of little scholars. But Zapata is 
the one figure who represented identifiable social forces and 
fought for consistent objectives. Even the long list of his succes- 
sive enemies has its own sad coherence. The offhanded treatment 
of Zapata in the Salinas-Zedillo texts obscures the meaning of his 
career and the Revolution itself. 

The Church 

The role of the Catholic Church, probably more than an any 
other topic, has inspired polemics within and surrounding Mexican 
history textbooks (Vazquez 1975). From the time of Independence, 
conservative and liberal textbook writers have celebrated and con- 
demned the Church. The radical texts distributed by the Cardenas 
administration in the 1930s (and echoed in many later publications) 
were openly anti-Church and anti-religious. A fourth-grade reader 
in this tradition, describes the colonial clergy as "driven by insa- 
tiable ambitions... [to become] owners of vast landholdings 
worked by Indians for the benefit of the clergy itself" (SEP 1935, 
44-5). Conservative texts replied in kind. According to a 1946 his- 
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tory, Obreg6n once took the archbishop of Durango prisoner and 
subjected him to multiple abuses, culminating in the removal of his 
pastoral ring, which Obreg6n placed on his own right hand. The 
author reports with satisfaction that the arm which Obregon subse- 
quently lost to a battle wound was the one that "'had profaned the 
ring"' (Vazquez 1975, 205). 

The Free-Text program put an end to this dual, divisive tradi- 
tion by imposing obligatory official histories, which took a more 
dispassionate view of the Church's role and, by and large, had little 
to say about religion, the Mexican Church, or the country's long 
history of bitter Church-state conflicts. 

Among the L6pez-Mateos histories, the fourth-grade volume 
presents the fullest account of the Mexican Church. It also remains 
closest to the liberal political tradition, without being overtly anti- 
Church or anti-religious. Here the colonial Church is seen as a 
powerful but benign institution-missionary, protector of the Indi- 
ans, educator, and philanthropist (SEP 1960b, 38-43). But students 
also learn that the Church "used all its spiritual power" to oppose 
the Independence movement and resist the reformist constitution 
of 1857 and that the "Catholic clergy" kept the poor "silent and 
passive" during the Porfiriato (SEP 1960b, 53, 104, 149). While the 
Church-state struggles of the last century are explored in ample de- 
tail, they are barely recognized after 1910. Summarizing Calles's 
presidency, the book denies the Cristero War with a vague refer- 
ence to "a serious political-religious conflict between public power 
and the Catholic clergy" (SEP 1960b, 172). The other L6pez- 
Mateos era texts eschew negative observations about Church-state 
relations and provide only minimal coverage of the post-colonial 
Church (SEP 1960a, 1964, 1966). 

The treatment of the Church in the Echeverria texts is generally 
inoffensive. The books preserve their predecessors' benign concep- 
tion of the colonial Church and present a dispassionate account of 
the Reform era. They have nothing to say about the Cristero War or 
related Church-state conflicts in the 1920s. The fourth-grade vol- 
ume, in a neutral, factual voice, lists the "high clergy" among those 
who wanted to preserve Spanish rule. It passes up the opportunity 
to comment on the Church's role during the Porfiriato. The other 
Echeverria texts exhibit little interest in the history of religion or 
the Catholic Church. One volume examines the Conquest without 
reference to Church participation.14 

Salinas presided over an era of improving Church-state rela- 

14. The text (SEP 1976,104-17) stresses economic geography, which may in 
part explain this exclusion. 
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tions. His government reopened diplomatic relations with the Vati- 
can and removed the anticlerical provisions of the 1917 Constitu- 
tion. Against this backdrop, the benign treatment of the Church in 
the 1992 texts might have drawn critical scrutiny. That it did not is 
indicative of the extent to which popular passions surrounding the 
role of the Church have dissipated, perhaps with the help of earlier 
free texts. 

In general, the Salinas-Zedillo texts approach Church history in 
the same detached mood as the Echeverria texts. At some points 
they show greater willingness to examine sensitive topics. The new 
texts refer, for example, to the considerable wealth and power ac- 
cumulated by the colonial Church, to political conflicts between 
Church and royal authorities in New Spain, and to the transforma- 
tion of the Virgin de Guadalupe into a national symbol. On the 
other hand, they do not mention Bartolome de las Casas, who ap- 
pears in the two previous generations of texts (SEP 1960a, 103; SEP 
1976-7a, 67) or otherwise refer to the role of the Church as protec- 
tor of the Indians. Summarizing the significance of the colonial pe- 
riod, the authors note that most Mexicans are Catholics and owe 
this condition (along with the syncretistic elements in their faith) to 
the colonial experience-observations remarkable only because 
they are missing in earlier official texts (SEP 1992, 65-6) 

The treatment of the Church-state conflicts of the Reform era 
in the new texts is so bloodless that the Three Years War appears in- 
explicable. The authors show no interest in the Porfirian clergy as 
agents of social control. They note that the regime "practiced reli- 
gious tolerance" (SEP 1992, 97)-a remark likely to mystify alert 
readers since there is no discussion of religious intolerance during 
the preceding period. On the other hand, this is the first official 
text to examine the Cristero War and recognize the bitter religious 
conflicts that marked the late 1920s. 

The Salinas-Zedillo and Echeverria authors share a dispassion- 
ate attitude toward the Church that would have astounded earlier 
generations of textbook writers, many of whom could recall peri- 
ods of religious war. Although uneven, the coverage of Church- 
religious topics in the Salinas-Zedillo texts is more ample than their 
treatment in the Echeverria books. This difference may reflect the 
growing contemporary scholarly interest in such matters. 

The United States, Foreign Investment, and Mexican 
Nationalism 

The Salinas-Zedillo texts were written at a time when United 
States-Mexican relations were under intense scrutiny on both sides 
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of the border. Salinas had invested the prestige of his government 
in the pending North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) 
with the United States and Canada. Although the free-trade pact 
was strongly backed by the Bush administration, American public 
and Congressional opinion were both divided. With national elec- 
tions approaching in the United States, the fate of the agreement in 
Washington was uncertain. Under these circumstances, critics of 
1992 texts accused the Salinas government of rewriting national 
history with the intention of pandering to U.S. opinion and under- 
mining traditional Mexican nationalism. 

Encouraging the growth of nationalist sentiment was a tradi- 
tional goal of Mexican textbook writers. Vasquez (1975,222) distin- 
guished two nationalist traditions in pre-World War II texts: a con- 
servative world view she describes as "hispanista, defensivo, 
yank6fobo y pesimista" and a radical view she characterizes as 
"indigenista, revolucionario, xen6fobo y populista." The only ob- 
vious meeting point of these conceptions was distrust of American 
power (a viewpoint which found obvious support in the long his- 
tory of U.S. intervention in Mexican affairs and seizure of Mexican 
territory). As late as the 1950s, resentment of the U.S. role in Mexi- 
can history, often compounded with a populist suspicion of foreign 
capital, was evident in the passionate language of government au- 
thorized texts. Thus, Henry Lane Wilson, the American ambassador 
who plotted the overthrow of Madero, was an "enemy of the Revo- 
lution... who interven[ed] in the most cynical and dirty manner" 
(Gonzalez Blackaller 1954, 284).15 American and British petroleum 
companies accumulated land through "an active campaign of plun- 
der and crime, of fraud and bribery" (Miranda B. 1953: 312). 

From the beginning, the free texts-perhaps constrained by 
their official status and the politics of administrations disinclined 
to offend the United States-avoided such language, even as they 
narrated the same sorry history. The L6pez-Mateos text for fifth 
graders attributes the 1847 War to U.S. "expansionism," rather than 
"nacient U.S. Imperialism," the phrase employed in a popular text 
of the 1950s (SEP 1964, 162; Vazquez 1975, 274). The books for 
the fourth and sixth grades accuse Diaz of handing the economy 
over to "foreign capitalists," who grow rich at "the expense of the 
poor and often by plundering the weak," but they fail to identify 
the nationalities of these rapacious investors (SEP 1960b, 148; SEP 
1966, 225). None of the texts in the L6pez Mateos series recalls 
Ambassador Wilson's subversive role. 

15. Factually, this is not an unreasonable characterization of Wilson's role. For 
recent treatments of this episode in scholarly histories see Meyer and Sherman 
1995, and Aguilar Camin and Meyer 1993, 33-7. 
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The Echeverria texts likewise avoid heated anti-Yankee lan- 
guage. Their telling of the history of U.S.-Mexican relations differs 
little from the first series. If anything in the books was offensive to 
Henry Wilson's recent successors in Mexico City it must have been 
their dependencia perspective-more evident in general state- 
ments about the Third World and its relations with the industrial 
countries, than in the narration of Mexican history.16 

The Echeverria texts blame the 1847 War on "the ambitions of 
the North Americans," but, unlike one of the L6pez-Mateos texts, 
they do not rehearse the disingenuous U.S. diplomacy that preceded 
the conflict (SEP 1976-7a, 144-5; SEP 1979, 90; SEP 1960b, 94-5). 
Fourth graders learn that many of their 1847 compatriots "for the first 
time, felt themselves Mexican before the enemy... a Mexican nation 
was being formed" (SEP 1976, 145). American aggression, it seems, 
contributed to the emergence of Mexican nationhood. The texts note 
that Porfirian prosperity benefitted "a few Mexicans and foreigners" 
and that the regime gave special privileges to foreign investors, but do 
not connect these observations with Mexican poverty, as did the first 
series, or refer to the nationalities of investors (SEP 1976, 156, 202). 
But Henry Wilson returns as the (unnamed) "United States ambas- 
sador," who plotted against Madero with the representatives of other 
governments "because they wanted to help foreigners who had busi- 
nesses in Mexico" (SEP 1976, 204). 

In a sweeping summary of Mexican history, the Echeverria 
sixth-grade text concludes that the United States and France took 
advantage of Mexico's early disorganization to attack it. "In these 
unjust wars we lost men and territory." Mexico persevered and se- 
cured its national sovereignty. But the passage concludes that "po- 
litical independence" is "not sufficient." For example, Porfirian 
Mexico built railroads and factories, "but depended, in large mea- 
sure, on the United States and European countries because it 
needed capital and technology" (SEP 1979, 189). A close reader of 
these lines might conclude that US and European investment is, at 
best, a necessary evil-a view consistent with the rest of the book. 

The Salinas-Zedillo texts' coverage of the American role in 
Mexican history is extensive but bloodless. At the same time, these 
authors are, by and large, no more reluctant than their predeces- 
sors to present unpleasant facts about U.S.-Mexican relations in the 
century before World War II. They attribute the annexation of 
Texas and the 1847 War to "Manifest Destiny" (defined as the U.S. 
drive to "dominate" the continent) and observe that the United 
States initiated the war on a "pretext" (SEP 1992, 81-2). The books 

16. See especially SEP 1974, 161-76. This section celebrates the nonaligned 
movement and various national liberation movements. It is less than sympathetic to 
U.S. policy toward Vietnam and Chile. 
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recall the use of American "rangers" to suppress the 1906 Cananea 
mining strike, Ambassador Wilson's role in the overthrow of 
Madero, the occupation of Veracruz, the Pershing expedition, 
and-in some detail-the long struggle with the petroleum compa- 
nies, backed by the US government, over subsoil mineral rights. 

If anything distinguishes these latest official histories from their 
predecessors, it is not a benign view of American power but their 
sanguine attitude toward U.S. and other foreign investment. In the 
Salinas-Zedillo Porfiriato, U.S. investment and Mexico's growing 
integration with the American economy are consistently associated 
with progress for Mexico and opportunities for Mexicans (SEP 
1992, 98, 101-3). Without singling out American capitalists, texts 
in the earlier series indicate that Diaz made overly generous conces- 
sions to foreign investors, that foreigners accumulated large land- 
holdings at the expense of Mexican peasants, and that foreign com- 
panies discriminated against Mexican workers. No such 
reservations about foreign investment are evident in the new texts 
(SEP 1960b, 150-1; SEP 1966, 225; SEP 1976, 202). While providing 
greater detail about the Cananea strike than earlier texts, the 
Salinas-Zedillo treatment fails to note the apparent reason Mexican 
authorities drew on a U.S. security force: the mining company was 
American owned (SEP 1964, 225; SEP 1974, 161; SEP 1992, 107). 

The Salinas-Zedillo texts are almost defensive in their descrip- 
tion of Cardenas's nationalization of the petroleum industry in 
1938. The episode receives only limited attention in the L6pez- 
Mateos textbooks (SEP 1960b, 173, 184; SEP 1966, 231). The Eche- 
verria fourth-grade history places the event in a dependency con- 
text by emphasizing Cardenas's conviction that Mexico needed to 
control its key industries and asserting that "most countries" be- 
lieve that nations should "control the exploitation of their own nat- 
ural resources." That text also stresses that the oil companies "paid 
no attention" to a court decision upholding workers' "just" de- 
mands for wage increases (SEP 1976-7, 213). The Salinas-Zedillo 
texts propose a narrower justification for the nationalization: World 
War I had demonstrated the critical importance of a secure energy 
supply for "internal activities" and military requirements. Other 
Latin American countries, the text notes, had already taken steps to 
control petroleum resources. The 1992 texts barely mention and 
carefully evade judgement on the wage question. They note that 
Mexico faced an international boycott after the nationalization, but 
stress that Cardenas could depend on "the understanding" of the 
U.S. government, which wanted friendly relations with Mexico as 
tensions built in Europe (SEP 1992, 134). 
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In effect, the Salinas-Zedillo account, in contrast to the Eche- 
verria texts, suggests that oil is special, a matter of national secu- 
rity-not like other resources or industries and certainly not a 
model for action in other sectors of the economy. Wage demands, 
stressed in the earlier version, appear irrelevant in the new history 
of the 1938 confrontation. But both versions elude the truly volatile 
substance of the episode. When they ignored Cardenas and the 
Mexican courts, the US and British petroleum companies were chal- 
lenging the very sovereignty of the Mexican state. Cardenas roused 
broad patriotic support with his move, which may (like the 1847 
War) have contributed to the formation of Mexican nationhood. 

The post-World War II era receives limited coverage in the first 
two series of free texts. In a broad discussion of contemporary 
Latin America, the Echeverria text for sixth graders emphasizes the 
inequity of a world order economically dominated by rich industri- 
alized countries and their transnational corporations to the dis- 
advantage of poor Third World nations. This situation has given rise 
to popular movements seeking to overcome dependency and 
poverty. The Cuban and Chilean revolutions are offered as exam- 
ples. The "rich industrialized" countries are not singled out by 
name. The United States, however, is alluded to as the antagonist of 
the Cuban revolution and backer of the 1973 Chilean coup. 

Far from brooding over dependency, the Salinas-Zedillo texts 
celebrate the open economy, foreign investment, and the dy- 
namism of the U.S. economy. The authors preface their discussion 
of Mexico's post-war growth with the following observation: 

The United States, winner of the Second World War, became the world's 
most powerful nation. It experienced an economic expansion without 
precedent. Mexico benefitted from this situation. [emphasis added] (SEP 
1992, 138). 

The new texts discuss the 1982 economic collapse without re- 
vealing the pivotal role played by the United States in resolving the im- 
mediate foreign payments crisis. But, in a separate context, the au- 
thors obliquely acknowledge Mexico's new dependence on the 
United States, observing that U.S.-Mexican frictions over Central 
America in the 1980s "reduced Mexico's capacity to negotiate its eco- 
nomic problems with the United States" (SEP 1992, 149). The new 
texts present the Salinas government's neo-liberal economic policies, 
including the NAFTA initiative, as a decisive advance over the discred- 
ited, inefficient policies of the past (SEP 1992, 151). In the concluding 
chapter, students learn that Mexico's hopes for democracy, modern- 
ization, and economic justice rest on its new openness to world mar- 
kets, imported technology, and foreign investment (SEP 1992, 159). 
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Like the first two generations of free texts, the Salinas-Zedillo 
volumes are neither reticent about U.S. abuses of Mexican sover- 
eignty prior to World War II nor inclined to inflame anti-Yankee 
sentiment. What separates the Salinas-Zedillo histories from free 
texts is their relentless enthusiasm for U.S. and other foreign invest- 
ment, and for integration with the American economy. Foreign in- 
vestment, seen as damaging in the Lopez-Mateos texts, a (perhaps 
necessary) evil in the Echeverria texts, becomes a limitless good in 
the Salinas-Zedillo histories. Dependency on the United States, is 
likewise transformed from a danger into an opportunity. 

Three Generations of Controversy 

President Salinas and his education minister were apparently 
caught off guard by the reactions to the 1992 texts.17 They should 
not have been. The two previous generations of official texts had 
provoked bitter national controversies. Perhaps Salinas and Zedillo 
believed that the new books would mollify those who had resisted 
the earlier series, while failing to anticipate that the new textbooks 
would find new enemies. 

In 1962 and 1975, the most significant resistance came from 
the traditional right: business groups, the Catholic Church and 
Catholic civic organizations, and the National Action Party (PAN)- 
often centered in conservative provincial cities such as Monterrey, 
Guadalajara, and Puebla. In both cases, opposition was led by the 
National Parents Union (UNPF), a militant Catholic, private educa- 
tion group. Support for the texts came from a united PRI official- 
dom, including leaders of the government, the party and its corpo- 
ratist affiliates. Among them were the two presidents, their 
education ministers, and spokesmen for peasant groups and labor 
unions, including the official labor confederation CTM and the 
teacher's union SNTE (National Union of Education Workers). 
Although there were scattered criticisms from intellectuals on the 
left in 1962 and 1975, many of the country's most prominent intel- 
lectuals, including the rectors of twenty-eight universities, rallied 
behind the official texts in 1975 (Monson 1969; Villa Lever 1988, 
69-94; Arias et al. 1981, 64-5; CONATE 1962). 

17. In separate interviews, author Enrique Florescano noted that Salinas "no 
la esperaba en absoluto" and Education Sub- Secretary Gilberto Guevara com- 
mented that Zedillo believed that the books would advance his presidential aspira- 
tions. In several interviews, Mexican colleagues of the authors concurred that 
they-presumably reflecting the expectations of Salinas and Zedillo-were also 

quite innocent of the texts' explosive potential. (One of the anonymous reviewers 
for MS/EM rejected this conclusion, commenting, "Conociendo a varios de [los au- 
tores] no estoy de acuerdo con esta opini6n de dtchos colegas...."). 
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Although the players were generally the same, the 1975 contro- 
versy did not reproduce the earlier debate in substance or attain 
quite the same intensity. In 1962, critics denied the right of the 
government to dictate the national curriculum with official texts. In 
1975, debate centered on the content of the texts; critics were of- 
fended by the treatment of reproductive biology in the natural sci- 
ence texts and the ideological tone of the social science books. In 
February 1962 an anti-Free Text demonstration drew a crowd of 
150,000 or more-certainly one of the largest in the city's history 
(Monson 1969, 148). This level of popular mobilization did not 
occur in 1975. 

The Church was less inclined to confront the government over 
the second generation texts. Although certain bishops supported 
militant opposition, others were more cautious. In carefully 
worded collective statements, the bishops conference warned 
against violent protest and noted that UNPF was an independent or- 
ganization that could not speak for the Church. The episcopate de- 
clared that the texts "contain affirmations and manifest ideologies 
unacceptable to the Christian conscience [but they] are accurate in 
many other respects" (Villa Lever 1988, 187-188; Arias et al. 1981, 
65-7). 

On the government side, Echeverria was less aggressive in his 
public defense of the texts than L6pez Mateos had been, though he 
did not back down. The authors invited Church leaders to com- 
ment on the new texts in manuscript and accepted some of their 
suggestions. Later, the government negotiated minor changes in the 
same books with UNPF and Monterrey business leaders (Villa Lever 
1988, 169-200; Vazquez 1995, 14-17; Arias et al. 1981, 65-8; El 
Norte 1992). 

In 1992, Mexican textbook politics underwent a remarkable, 
transformation. The contrast with the 1962 and 1975 texts could 
not be greater. The enemies of the old texts became the defenders 
of the new histories. The once-solid rock of officialdom crumbled, 
leaving a few vocal supporters, some determined opponents, and 
many silent observers. Mexican intellectuals, who generally backed 
the official texts in 1975, were especially prominent in the 1992 op- 
position. Unlike their predecessors, Salinas and Zedillo backed 
away from the controversy, which they had never anticipated, and 
finally from the texts themselves. 

First reactions were often the most revealing. The president of 
UNPF, speaking shortly after the unveiling of the texts at Los Pinos, 
characterized the texts as "the real history of Mexico" and recom- 
mended their use in affiliated private schools. The books, he said, 
"reconcile us with the past." Later in the debate, UNPF would reit- 
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erate its objection to mandatory texts, but the organization did not 
hesitate to criticize public school teachers who were boycotting 
the new books (Jornada, 8 August and 2 September; El Norte, 8 
August 1992). 

That same day the Mexican Employers Confederation (CO- 
PARMEX), a key private sector organization that had criticized the 
Echeverria texts, endorsed the new texts. According to a CO- 
PARMEX bulletin, the books reflected a historic advance, "a change 
in mentality," and a contribution to ending division among Mexi- 
cans. The texts told the "the facts as they were" without "glorify- 
ing" or "demonizing" historic figures. (Jornada 8 August 1992). 
COPARMEX would continue to defend the books and attack their 
critics (Universal 26 September 1992). 

The Church's response was slower in coming, but also support- 
ive. More than a month after the controversy began, the episcopate 
issued a lengthy statement praising the authors' "considerable ef- 
fort to present national history with objectivity and clarity." The 
bishops interpreted the books as a step "toward reconciliation with 
our historic past" (a phrase similar to that used by the UNPF 
leader). Ironically, the bishops were not wholly satisfied with the 
portrayal of their own institution in the new histories. They found 
undue emphasis on the colonial Church's role as financier to the 
rich and insufficient attention to its roles as evangelizer, educator, 
and benefactor. But the bishops directed their strongest language at 
those who were resisting the books: "We find especially reproach- 
able and immoral the attitude of those who are attempting to take 
advantage of this dispute to confuse public opinion...." (ornada 
and Excelsior, 12 September 1992).18 

In Congress, the most ardent defender of the books was PAN 
leader and future presidential candidate, Diego Fernandez de Ceval- 
los, who said he had received them with "joy"-not because they 
were perfect, he insisted, but because they represented a positive 
new direction in education (Financiero, 3 September 1992). In a 
subsequent statement, written for the daily El Universal (13 Sep- 
tember 1994), the party reiterated its opposition to mandatory, offi- 
cial texts, while suggesting that the 1992 histories had virtually 
overcome their official character by rejecting the narrow, biased, 
Manichaean vision of the old texts. While the old enemies of the 
Free-Text program concurred in their positive reactions to the new 

18. This statement may have hidden some differences among the bishops. 
Days earlier, Bishop Felipe Aguirre Franco of Tuxla Gutierrez was quoted as con- 
demning the texts as "openly anti-religious, incomplete, and mutilated" (Universal, 
3 September 1992). 
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texts, the once unified "revolutionary family" led by the PRI was at 
odds with itself. The first congressional response, which came a 
month after the issue had surfaced, was indicative. On September 
2, the issue was debated in the Permanent Committee of the Con- 
gress, with the leftist opposition Revolutionary Democratic Party 
(PRD) leading the attack. For the better part of six hours, Deputy 
Fernandez de Cevallos and PRD Senator Porfirio Mufioz Ledo (a for- 
mer president of the PRI and Secretary of Education under Lopez 
Portillo) "exchanged adjectives" (Financiero,3 September 1992). 
What was remarkable about the debate, aside from the prominent, 
antagonistic role played by a former PRI notable, was the virtual si- 
lence of Muioz Ledo's old colleagues in the governing party. By all 
accounts, they sat on their hands through most of the debate, leav- 
ing the defense to Fernandez de Cevallos. The PRI's major interven- 
tion consisted of a fax from the education ministry, read haltingly 
by a PRI legislator (Financiero, Jornada, and El Norte, 3 Septem- 
ber 1992). 

The apparent disarray of the PRI delegation reflected division 
within wider officialdom, especially SNTE, the teachers union.19 
SNTE had strongly backed the government in the 1962 and 1975 
Free-Text controversies. But in 1992, the union's large dissident 
movement CNTE (National Coordinator of Educational Workers) 
played a leading role in rallying opposition to the new history texts. 
CNTE organized anti-text demonstrations and propagated a cri- 
tique of the books that appealed to the country's generally national- 
istic public schoolteachers. By early September, CNTE had induced 
some of the union's larger locals to announce that their members 
would refuse to use the books. SNTE Secretary General Elba Esther 
Gordillo, indebted to the Salinas administration that installed her in 
1989, had appeared with Salinas and Zedillo when the histories 
were first introduced and refrained from criticizing them during the 
early weeks of the controversy. But Gordillo gradually yielded to 
pressure from below, especially after locals began to join the boy- 
cott campaign, and accepted the notion that the books were funda- 
mentally flawed (SNTE 1992; Gordillo 1992; Aguilar Camin 1992a). 

SNTE was amply represented in the Congress, where CNTE- 
PRD affiliated legislators such as Deputy Jesuis Martin del Campo ac- 
tively opposed the books. But observers noted that even the main- 
stream SNTE-PRI legislators rejected the new official histories.20 

19. This account of SNTE's role draws on interviews with Gilberto Guevara, 
Jesus Martin del Campo, and articles from Financiero, Jornada, and El Norte and 
Russell 1994, 294-7 

20. Gilberto Guevara, Subsecretary of SEP, and PRD Deputy Jes6s Martin del 
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One of the most vocal critics of the texts in the PRI delegation 
was Senator Carlos Jonguitud, SNTE's long-time strongman, who 
had been forced out of the union leadership by Salinas in 1989 
(Financiero, 2 September 1992). 

Jonguitude's objections to the 1992 texts included what he 
regarded as their unfair treatment of Jose L6pez Portillo and Luis 
Echeverria. His sentiments were presumably shared by many for- 
mer associates and supporters of the two ex-presidents. L6pez 
Portillo and Echeverria communicated their own dissatisfaction 
with the texts to Salinas. L6pez Portillo received a visit from the un- 
lucky Zedillo, sent by Salinas to hear his complaint (Financiero, 28 
August and 2 September 1992; Universal 13 and 23 September 
1992). 

Another crucial source of opposition to the texts from within 
Mexican officialdom was the army, outraged by the depiction of its 
role in the bloody repression of the 1968 student movement. De- 
fenders of the new histories noted that they were the first official 
texts to acknowledge the October 2 massacre in Tlaltelolco, days 
before the beginning of the 1968 Olympics. This startling admis- 
sion was, however, less forthright than its admirers claimed. In 
essence, the 1992 texts say, "the army did it"-as if the military had 
acted on its own volition.21 Without denying that the army had fired 
on civilians, military officers insisted that they had performed, as 
always, under the orders of the civilian authorities (Wager and 
Schulz 1994, 15; Wager 1994, 17; Financiero, 28 August 1992; 
Novedades, 27 August 1992). 

Convinced that their prestige had been injured and that nega- 
tive ideas about the army were being planted in the minds of Mexi- 
can children, the normally reticent military did not hesitate to react 
to the new texts. Zedillo received visits from General Antonio 
Riviello Bazan, the Secretary of Defense, and General Alfonso 
Corona del Rosal, Regent of Mexico City at the time of the 1968 
massacre (Universal, 12 and 15 September 1992). Presumably, the 
opinions of the military were conveyed to the president in a less 

Campo interviewed separately in July 1994 shared this observation. No one has 
done a systematic study of the congressional response to the controversy, a topic 
worthy of attention. The very fact that the congress would provide a high profile 
forum for such an issue is indicative of change in Mexican politics. 

21. The passage (SEP 1992, 143) states that a student demonstration was "dis- 
solved by the army in Tlatelolco. Blood ran and the city was terrified. It is not 
known how many died." Gilberto Guevara, the SEP subsecretary handing the text- 
books in 1992 had been prominent among leaders of the student protestors in 
1968-a coincidence which must have added to the military's sense of grievance. 
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public manner. Two military officers in the PRI congressional dele- 

gation, General Ram6n Sanchez Mota and Captain German Corona 
de Rosal (son of the general) joined the attack on the books (El 
Dia, 15 September 1992).22 Deputy Sanchez Mota, chairman of the 
armed services committee in the Chamber of Deputies, reminded 
his parliamentary colleagues that the Mexican army always operates 
under civilian authority and asserted that the new history books 
gave children a negative, distorted image of the army, especially in 

regard to the events of 1968.23 Coming at a time of strained rela- 
tions between the Salinas administration and the military, the 

army's objections to the books must have added powerfully to the 
movement to recall them (Wager and Schulz 1994, 15; Wager 1994, 
10-20). 

The Salinas-Zedillo texts did, of course, have official defenders. 
A party statement on the controversy described the 1992 texts as 
an "undeniable advance for education" (Universal 13 September 
1992). A PRI woman's organization declared its support (Nove- 
dades, 28 September 1992). But what was most remarkable, at a 
time when the enemies of the regime were mounting a determined 
attack on the new official past, was the silence of key sectors of 
officialdom. For example, the PRI-affiliated labor and peasant con- 
federations (CTM and CNC), which had publicly backed previous 
generations of official texts, did not, it seems, participate in the 
1992 debate. The leaders of these organizations may have been dis- 
appointed by the content of the texts; they may have taken plea- 
sure in the discomfort of Salinas and Zedillo, his potential heir; or 
perhaps they simply took their signals from Salinas, who avoided 
public comment on the new histories after they became the subject 
of controversy. 

Conclusion 

By the end of 1992, political observers assumed that Secretary 
Zedillo's unfortunate contact with textbook politics had extin- 
guished whatever chance he had of receiving the official nomina- 
tion. The secretary, suggested an irreverent Mexico City weekly, 
'perdio su boleta para la grande" (Quehacer Politico, 14 Septem- 
ber 1992). Only the strangest twists of political fate undermined 
this judgement and carried Zedillo to presidency. At least some of 
the attacks on the 1992 texts were aimed at the Zedillo himself- 

22. Mexican law allows military officers, on leave, to serve in the Congress. 
23. La Afict6n and Ovcaclones, 14 September 1992, summarized in Amezcua 

n.d.: Anexos. 
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presidential politics dressed up as historiographic dispute. More 
broadly, the textbook controversy was a surrogate debate over the 
policies of salinismo. 

There was, however, more substance to debate than these hid- 
den agendas might suggest. The selected comparisons, developed 
above, between the Salinas-Zedillo texts and the two preceding 
generations of official texts demonstrate significant interpretative 
differences, suggestive of a shift in ideological perspective on the 

part of the Mexican regime. True, ideological consistency has never 
been the hallmark of the PRI. And, if there has been a coherent 
shift, it began before Salinas became president. But it does appear 
that the gap between official history and fundamental national poli- 
cies had, by 1992, become so wide that Salinas, Zedillo, and the in- 
tellectuals associated with them felt pressured to close the breach. 
(The direct involvement of Salinas and Zedillo in the creation of 
the new texts is worth reemphasizing here). 

Three broad themes or tendencies that distinguish the Salinas- 
Zedillo histories from their predecessors seem pertinent. One is 
the aversion to anything suggestive of stratification, exploitation, or 
class conflict. This tendency is clearest in the chapters on the 
Porfiriato, where privileged classes do not exist and fate of poor is 
difficult to decipher. But it is also evident elsewhere, such as in the 
treatment of Zapata's rebellion and worker demands in the petro- 
leum industry. 

A second distinguishing theme is the limitless enthusiasm for 
foreign investment and integration with the U.S. economy-which, 
again, is conspicuous in the section on the Porfiriato. It is also no- 
table in the defensive interpretation of the petroleum nationaliza- 
tion, the focus on the benefits flowing to Mexico from post-war 
expansion of the U.S. economy, and, most remarkably, in the con- 
cluding chapter's assertion that economic growth, social justice 
and democracy will all flow from foreign investment, imported 
technology and openness to world markets. 

A third theme, with implications for the other two, is a concern 
with "modernization." It is modernization that is celebrated in these 
texts, from the Porfiriato chapters to the closing observations on 
the sources of growth, justice and democracy. Modernization is 
closely associated with foreign capital, technology, and markets and 
with the United States. If these are the sources of progress, the ac- 
cumulation of large landholdings in the hands of foreigners or the 
ownership of the oil industry should not be significant concerns. 
Admittedly, some Mexicans may, in the short run, be hurt by mod- 
ernization, as were the peasants of the Porfiriato. But this is the in- 
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evitable cost of progress-not result of the exploitation of one 
class of Mexicans by another or the indifference of a state under 
the influence of the privileged to the fate of the poor. Hector 
Aguilar Camin, the lead author of the Salinas-Zedillo texts would 
later use this modernization argument to absolve the government 
of any responsibility for the rebellion in Chiapas (Aguilar Camin 
1994). 

These three tendencies in Salinas-Zedillo texts mark relative, 
rather than absolute contrasts with preceding generations of Free 
Texts. The Lopez Mateos and Echeverria histories were not based 
on class analysis, economic nationalism, or "Yankee-phobia." Their 
celebration of Zapata's revolt and Cardenas's presidency were 
mostly lip service from a regime little concerned with their ideals. 
But the interpretative shift evident in the new texts is sufficient to 
suggest the influence of a powerful new orthodoxy. Even lip ser- 
vice to the old ideals had become intolerable. 

However great the ideological shift reflected in the new books, 
the government might have contained the controversy, were it not 
for the growing independence of the Mexican press and very real 
changes in the political system. The best of the Mexican media pur- 
sued the story aggressively, while providing outlets for varied criti- 
cal assessments of the books and the unfolding debate. 

This third Free-Text debate was played out on a transformed 
political landscape. The government obtained the support of the 
right-wing forces that had long opposed the very idea of manda- 
tory universal textbooks. Leaders of organizations from the private 
sector COPAMEX to the Catholic Church were not simply praising 
the books but vociferously attacking those who were critical of 
them. The changed attitude of the bishops conference is especially 
remarkable because the portrayal of the Church in the 1992 text- 
books is not strikingly different from that in the 1975 texts. As the 
bishops themselves appeared to recognize, the treatment of the 
colonial Church was actually less friendly in 1992 than the 1970s. 
The bishops conference seemed to be responding to the govern- 
ment rather than the texts themselves, when it issued its statement 
of support. Likewise, the enthusiastic backing the books received 
from the PAN leadership seemed to extend well beyond the imme- 
diate issue. Its response to the texts suggests a more generalized 
rapprochement between the Mexican regime and the traditional 
right. 

While the 1992 textbook controversy disclosed new support 
for the regime from the right, it also revealed an erosion of support 
and discipline within officialdom. Teachers, parliamentarians, for- 
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mer presidents, and even military officers were open in their oppo- 
sition. Corporatist leaders who would once have automatically sup- 
ported the regime in a public controversy, sat silent. Salinas and 
Zedillo found to their apparent surprise that they could not impose 
their will on the revolutionary family. For some future historian, this 
episode may provide early evidence of a process of disintegration 
of the ruling elite, subsequently dramatized in the events of 1994 
and 1995. 
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